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PRESS RELEASE
SMU partners with Google to nurture future-ready analytics talent to meet industry demand
SINGAPORE, 31 January 2019 - Singapore Management University (SMU) and Google
Singapore have signed an agreement to offer the SMU-Google Squared Data & Analytics
Programme (‘SMU-Google Squared Programme’) to SMU’s undergraduate students. This
partnership marks the first time that Google is extending its Google Squared Data & Analytics
Programme to the undergraduates of a local university.
The partnership was celebrated by SMU President Professor Lily Kong and Ms Stephanie Davis,
Country Director of Google Singapore at a special event organised to commemorate this
partnership today.
Mr Tan Kiat How, Chief Executive Officer of Infocomm Media Development Authority (IMDA), was
the Guest-of-Honour at the event. About 400 people, comprising management and
representatives from SMU, Google and Google partner companies, SMU students, prospective
students and their parents, as well as government officials were present at the event.
With the rapid growth of the digital economy and the ongoing efforts to transform Singapore
through technology, there is strong demand in the public and private sectors for graduates with
sound knowledge and training in analytics. The SMU-Google Squared Programme aims to equip
SMU undergraduates with industry-ready data analytics skills to contribute to the knowledge
economy, and increase the availability of data analytics talent for the ecosystem.
Professor Lily Kong, President of SMU and Lee Kong Chian Chair Professor of Social Sciences
said, “SMU is delighted to partner with Google to provide experiential learning to our students
through the SMU-Google Squared Programme. Not only will our students be able to apply their
classroom knowledge to real-world problems during their internships with Google’s partner
companies which hail from different industries, they will also gain valuable experience and obtain
a better understanding of the demands and opportunities in the media profession. We believe that
the programme will prepare our students to go on and create impact for these industries and the
economy.”
Stephanie Davis, Country Director of Google Singapore said, “In today’s digital-first economy,
data-driven insights are critical to helping businesses stay ahead of their competition. We’ve seen
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great success across the four years working with IMDA on the Squared Data and Analytics
programme to give more than 90 graduates a headstart in this fast-growing field, and it is
heartening to hear how they are now utilising the skills in their respective companies to drive datadriven innovation. We are pleased to extend our collaboration with SMU and play a part in
preparing Singaporean undergraduates as they enter the workforce and take on a key role in
transforming industries.”
The programme builds on the TechSkills Accelerator (TeSA) company-led training collaboration
initiated in 2014 between Google and IMDA to develop and train Singapore graduate talent for
impactful careers in media agencies or data divisions of a range of industry sectors. The inaugural
batch of the SMU-Google Squared Data & Analytics Programme has some 25 students. About
50 students are expected to be enrolled in the second run of the SMU-Google Squared Data &
Analytics Programme. In the longer term, the SMU-Google partnership will help scale the program
by increasing the number of undergraduates that can be trained and developed each year.
Mr Tan Kiat How, Chief Executive of IMDA said, “The ability to understand, manage and use data
is a fundamental skill for the digital workforce. Therefore, we are pleased to support this
collaboration between Google and SMU which will equip our undergraduates with data analytics
skills, and offer them exciting opportunities to apply these skills at tech and media companies.
We are investing, and will continue to invest, in the future of our workforce. In support of the
partnership, IMDA will sponsor TeSA Awards to recognise the top student of each class in the
SMU-Google Squared programme.”
Open to all SMU students at its six schools from their second year of study, this collaboration with
Google will provide SMU students with the opportunity to undergo a six-month extended
internship programme at a Google partner company in the media industry and earn credit in the
process. Students on the SMU-Google Squared Programme will return to campus for up to one
day a week during term time to read up to two additional courses while on the work-study elective.
The six-month internship with a Google partner company will offer students with opportunities to
analyse and propose possible solution for an industry-specific problem, demonstrate synthesis of
information, apply their domain knowledge, and understand the industry contexts and constraints.
At the event, there was also a panel discussion on ”Future of the Data Industry in Singapore”,
moderated by Ms Ruth Beattie, Head of Industry Programmes at Google Singapore. The panelists
were Mr Jordon Yuen (SMU Class of 2016) and Ms Zoe Tao Yi Jun (SMU Class of 2016) who
had both graduated from the Google Squared Data & Analytics Programme; Dr Vikram Bansal,
Chief Data Officer of Dentsu Aegis Network Asia Pacific, who completed his Doctor of Philosophy
in Business (General Management) at SMU in 2016; and Professor Venky Shankararaman,
Deputy Dean at SMU School of Information Systems. Google’s partner companies were also
present to share more about their company and career opportunities.
## END ##
About Singapore Management University
A premier university in Asia, the Singapore Management University (SMU) is internationally
recognised for its world-class research and distinguished teaching. Established in 2000, SMU’s
mission is to generate leading-edge research with global impact and to produce broad-based,
creative and entrepreneurial leaders for the knowledge-based economy. SMU’s education is
known for its highly interactive, collaborative and project-based approach to learning
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Home to over 10,000 students across undergraduate, postgraduate professional and postgraduate research programmes, SMU, is comprised of six schools: School of Accountancy, Lee
Kong Chian School of Business, School of Economics, School of Information Systems, School of
Law, and School of Social Sciences. SMU offers a wide range of bachelors', masters' and PhD
degree programmes in the disciplinary areas associated with the six schools, as well as in
multidisciplinary combinations of these areas.
SMU emphasises rigorous, high-impact, multi- and interdisciplinary research that addresses
Asian issues of global relevance. SMU faculty members collaborate with leading international
researchers and universities around the world, as well as with partners in the business community
and public sector. SMU’s city campus is a modern facility located in the heart of downtown
Singapore, fostering strategic linkages with business, government and the wider community.
About Google
Google's mission is to organize the world's information and make it universally accessible and
useful. Through products and platforms like Search, Maps, Gmail, Android, Google Play, Chrome
and YouTube, Google plays a meaningful role in the daily lives of billions of people and has
become one of the most widely-known companies in the world. Google is a subsidiary of Alphabet
Inc.
About Google Squared Data & Analytics Programme
The first Google Squared Data & Analytics Programme started in 2014 as a collaboration between
Google and IMDA with the goal of training young professionals looking to enter the data and
analytics sector in Singapore the skills they need to gain a competitive edge in the world of datadriven innovation. This original program ran from 2014 - 2018 as part of the TechSkills Accelerator
(TeSA) company-led training initiative.
The new SMU-Google Squared Data Programme as outlined above, continues to offer Data
Analytics focused curriculum and training, as well as the opportunity to work in media agencies
and leading brand advertisers in Singapore.
About TechSkills Accelerator (TeSA)
An initiative of SkillsFuture, TechSkills Accelerator (TeSA) aims to build and develop a skilled
Information and Communications Technology (ICT) workforce for Singapore’s digital economy.
TeSA is driven by the Infocomm Media Development Authority (IMDA) and in collaboration with
the industry, SkillsFuture Singapore, Workforce Singapore and the National Trades Union
Congress. IMDA takes an integrated approach to ICT skills acquisition and practitioner training,
enabling professionals to acquire the relevant in-demand skills.
To find out more about TeSA, please visit www.imtalent.sg/tesa
For media queries, please contact:
Singapore Management University
Teo Chang Ching (Mr)
Senior Assistant Director
Office of Corporate Communications and Marketing
DID: (65) 6828 0451
Email: ccteo@smu.edu.sg

Google
Keith Kay (Mr)
Account Manager
Tate Anzur
DID: (65) 6568 9157
Email: keith.kay@tateanzur.com
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Annex A
Students selected for the SMU-Google Squared Programme will have to complete the Analytics
Foundation course and the Digital Analytics Technology course before commencing on the sixmonth internship.
Analytics Foundation course
The course lasts for one term of 15 weeks.
On completing this course, the students will be able to:
•
Apply fundamentals of business analytics in solving a real world problem including the
formulation of a business problem and developing a data driven approach to solve it.
•
Use industry tools for data exploration and apply analytical techniques to uncover
insights on a dataset
•
Understand and appreciate the nuances involved in applying analytics in their area of
specialization
Digital Analytics Technology course
The course, which is co-developed between SMU and Google, lasts for one term of 15 weeks.
Google is involved in providing curriculum advice and guest speakers for the Digital Analytics
Technology course.
On completing this course, the students will be able to:
•
Explain the key concepts related to digital marketing and develop a digital marketing
strategy
•
Use web analytics tools (e.g. Google Analytics Platform) to monitor marketing and
advertising campaign tracking and analyse performance and KPI benchmarking.
•
Build on top of Google Analytics with Javascript and Python APIs
•
Explain some of the techniques used for predictive analytics and apply them using
tools

